Trimble Modelogix Cloud has been upgraded
May 2017
Here are a few of the latest features which are now available:
Archive Content
Say goodbye to the days where accidently deleting a file or folder meant having to restore a copy of your
database, or potentially losing that data forever. We’ve added a trash folder where all your deleted content is
archived and can be restored in the event of an accidental deletion. Items in the trash will be retained for 30
days unless they are restored or permanently deleted prior to that time.

Expanded Report Printing Options
We’ve enhanced our report printing options to support larger page sizes. This will allow you to fit more
content on your reports, both when printing or creating a digital copy.

Performance Boost to the Cost Model Spreadsheet
Editing values in the cost model spreadsheet just got faster! It’s clear that most users spend a lot of their time
within cost model spreadsheet, so we focused on improving the performance and the overall experience. You
should see a noticeable difference in the time it takes to edit values in a cost model.

What's New in Modelogix Cloud 3.6
Modelogix 3.6 - February 2016
Modelogix Cloud was upgraded on January 30th, 2017. This released focused on team collaboration,
extended permissions, and an upgraded project search experience. Specifc feature details are below:






Extended Permissions & Roles Capabilities - Are your Modelogix Administrators becoming
overwhelmed with all of the project data you are looking to import? We’ve added a “Publisher” role to
Modelogix, which allows others at the organization to help, without compromising your system
security or the overall setup and configuration. Additionally, with a new assign project feature, projects
can be assigned to other users in the system, so they can help fill out the details.
Improved Team Collaboration - As a team member, want to know more about new content being
added to your company’s Modelogix system? With the new Modelogix activity digest email, you will
receive updates when other users add content to your system, at a frequency of your choice.
A Better Project Search Experience - We’ve upgraded our search map entirely to offer a more
modernized experience.

Introducing Trimble Modelogix Cloud
Modelogix 3.5 - September 2016
The new Trimble Modelogix Cloud modernizes the way Modelogix is deployed, accessed, and maintained. All
the features you know and love from the classic product are also contained in the cloud product. We’ve just
made everything easier, so you are no longer responsible for all the overhead associated with hosting and
maintaining the data and infrastructure. With our cloud service, we take care of all of that for you.
Benefits include:






Dramatically simplified deployment of the software - You sign up for your subscription, receive a
link to download the application,
and you’re up and running.
A virtually maintenance free product - Trimble maintains your data and the supporting
infrastructure, you simply use the app.
Easier collaboration for distributed teams - Citrix or remote desktop are no longer needed to access
the software for geographically dispersed teams.
Automatic updates to the software - Application is automatically updated when a new release is
available.

To learn more, click here and watch our recorded "What's New in Modelogix 3.5" webinar.

What’s new in Modelogix 3.4
September 2015
In this short video, we introduce some of the new features in Modelogix 3.4, including the ability to “quick
search” for your content, the estimate workspace, model versioning and some brand new metrics.
Watch Video
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